
GÖTESSONS DESIGN GROUP OPENS SHOWROOM
IN THE HEART OF CLERKENWELL, LONDON’S PRESTIGIOUS DESIGN DISTRICT

Götessons Design Group, originating from Sweden, proudly announces 
the opening of a new showroom in the heart of Clerkenwell, London’s 
prestigious design district. This strategic expansion is rooted in the 
company’s vision to inspire and reshape the modern workplace, with 
the goal of growing in the European market.

The spacious showroom covers 600 square meters and will serve as 
a dynamic platform for businesses in the office furniture segment, as 
well as interior design for schools, restaurants, hotels, and other public 
spaces. Visitors will find inspiration and the opportunity to explore a wide 
array of products from Götessons, David design, Am Acoustics, and Scan 
Sorlie - all brands under the Umbrella of Götessons Design Group.

A diverse exhibition of design and innovation
Visitors can expect to view smart acoustic solutions for walls and 
ceilings, flexible lounge furniture, ergonomic office chairs, stylish 
designed and intelligent furniture. Additionally, multiple screen 
partitions in the form of desk fixed and floor standing solutions will be 
available, along with a large number of decorative artificial plants, 
drums and pots, plus planters.

Mike Morgan, the UK Country Manager for Götessons Design Group, 
emphasises the significant role this new showroom plays in the 
company’s presence in the region. “We’re thrilled to introduce our 
extensive range to the British market, and look forward to inviting 
architects, designers, and purchasers to discover how the Götessons 
Design Group can transform workplaces into inspiring and functional 
environments,” says Mike. 

A vision for inspiring work environments
Jessica Carlstein, Marketing Manager for Götessons Design Group, 
shares her vision for the new showroom: “Opening a showroom in the 
well-known design district of Clerkenwell is a milestone for us. With our 
vast portfolio of products for public spaces, we aim to inspire Britons 
to create pleasant work environments where people can grow and 
thrive.”

Visit the new showroom
For more information or to book a visit to Götessons’ new  
showroom in Clerkenwell, contact Mike Morgan via email at  
mike.morgan@gotessons.uk or by phone at +44 (0)7470 119 709.

About Götessons Design Group
Since 1984, Götessons Design Group has been at the forefront 
of providing innovative and aesthetically pleasing solutions for 
workplaces. With a wide range of products and services, the company 
strives to create work environments that promote well-being and 
productivity. In addition to the brands represented in the showroom; 
Götessons, David Design, AM Acoustics, and Scan Sorlie, the group also 
includes Norco Interior, Sias Contract, and Gsign. Collectively, the group 
turns over 123 million Euros and has a staff now exceeding 500 employees.
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Jessica Carlstein, Marketing Manager
Email: jessica@gotessons.se
Phone: +46 (0)321-68 77 30

Mike Morgan, Country Manager
Email: mike.morgan@gotessons.uk
Phone: +44 (0)7470 119 709
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